Start your energy
eﬃciency journey with

ENVISION

Envision Monitoring, provides clients unparalleled
understanding of energy usage throughout their facility
via graphical energy representation and reports, thus
empowering them to ﬁnd savings and eﬃciencies t in their
every day operations.

Beneﬁts at a glance
Plug & Play
deployment and
conﬁguration

Real-time power
monitoring and alarm
notiﬁcation

Aﬀordable low power
hardware with reliable
device software.

Applications accessible
via online platforms.

Downloadable data for
various ﬁle types

Compatible
with devices that
support modbus
RTU/TCP protocol.

Expanding support for
meter and sensor
brands

How does Envision work for this
Universal Monitoring Solution?
Conﬁguration Scheme

WEB SERVER

BACKEND

WEB APP

SENSOR

MOBILE APP

METER

MEASURABLE
DEVICE

Upgradeable for solar,
battery, genset control
integration.

EN-LITE

EN-LIGHTEN YOUR
ENERGY DEMAND

EN-LITE is a plug-and-play energy monitoring device that monitors your energy usage per area, giving you access to
constant, accurate, and real-time data on your energy activity. Light, modular, customizable, and affordable.
EN-LITE takes a simple serial signal and converts it to usable data—that's all you need, to send your energy data to
the cloud, then visualize and analyze your facility’s energy consumption.

EN-LITE

ROUTER

Given the compact enclosure, EN-LITE can be installed in
any electrical panel and only requires an active the
internet connection to start going to work. (other
parameters available via plan upgrade) are transmitted
every 5 minutes and uploaded to the cloud server.

METERS

Realtime Energy Trend and Statistics
All energy data uploaded by the EN-LITE can be seen instantly through the Envision Web application. Each
monitored unit will be represented by a line graph and the relevant statistics are provided alongside. The metering
units can be grouped according to Sites to represent which areas of your facility are connected under each EN-LITE
device.

Historical Access and Data Export
The clients can dive into historical usage trends through the Analytics view of the Envision Web application. The app
allows the client to select a period of time and display the graph and statistics dynamically. By then, the client can
download that snapshot of time in their selected file format, either the raw data, to slice and dice, or an image for
easy report generation.

Monthly Reports
Need a comprehensive report of your facility’s power consumption? Envision will automatically send a monthly
report by the end of the billing cycle to the registered administrator users. to offer a simple, common reference for
energy review meetings and operational decision making.

MONTHLY SYSTEM REPORT
SENT TO OWNER/ADMIN
Summarized report and
overview for all tennats
power consumption

Alarm Monitoring
With the goal of lowering the demand charge which is
affected by peak power requirement, the Envision system
observes the client’s current consumption and informs
the client through notification and email whenever the
demand exceeds their set target.

Easy Oﬄine and
Online Conﬁguration
Configuring your sites and monitored devices can be
easily done through EN-ABLER, the EN-LITE configuration
tool. Via EN-ABLER, the client can add, remove, and
update the parameters/details of their site and
connected devices. Due to its online availability, our local
support team can also support remote configuration
setup without the need to go to the installation site.

EN-GAUGE

M oving to analog to digital metering
For legacy sites, not yet using digital meters,
Envision offers the EN-GAUGE range, our own set
of energy meters. But we’re not limited to
monitoring via meters only. We can also work with
sensors, weather stations and other measurable
devices as long as it’s accessible with an open
protocol.

Protecting Data and Trust
Envision Monitoring understands the importance of data security and ensures that industry leading practices and
standards are employed.
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What is needed to
implement this solution?
ITEMS

DETAILS

ENVISION Controller

EN-LITE (See guide for installation)

ENVISION Meters

EN-GAUGE (Varies depending on whether single-phase or three-phase)
Measures energy consumption and generation
Could interface with non-Envision meters as long as supported
(See List)

Cabling for EN-LITE to meters
and/or sensors

Data communication cable (CAT 5 or higher)
Power cable - Thermoplastic Fixture (TF) Wire
(Preferably 600 Volts, 60 °C, Stranded)

Network Connection

Local Area Network (Ethernet)

Mobile: 0917-534-1909
Land line: (02) 7624-386
Website: envision-monitoring.com
e-mail: info@envision-monitoring.com

